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The ECR18E from Volvo Construction Equipment features an ultra-short swing radius, making it 

super agile and safer when working in confined urban applications. The ECR18E is a 1.8 tonne 

class machine that can squeeze into the tightest of spaces, and thanks to its ultra-short tail 

design – the shortest radius in the Volvo range – it can work close to obstacles without 

colliding with them. Building Tomorrow.
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EDITORIAL LETTER

it’s all been happening...
hello and welcome to edition 33 of THE VOICE magazine - the voice of Smt in great Britain.

it has been a busy few months with lots of events taking place, most noticeably Hillhead 2018 which you
can read more about on pages 28–31. Once again we held the Operators Club heats at the show with Ryan

Sadler and James Covell winning a place to the
finals, and 20th birthday celebration, taking
place in Konz in October. The new ECR18E was
also revealed at the show for the first time in GB,
you can read more about this new ultra-short
swing radius compact excavator on pages 32–35.

in this edition we visit Collins Earthworks at the
mid-point of a major three-year, six million cubic
metre muck-shifting project taking place at East
Midlands Gateway and look at how Volvo
Construction Equipment, including the A60H is
helping them to stay on target for completion.
Find out more on pages 40–43.

Sticking with the A60H, we visit CEMEX who
received the first articulated hauler of this size
in GB. We caught up with the team three months
after receiving the machine to see what their
thoughts were, you can read about this on
pages 6–9.

One of our oldest, longest standing dealers for Volvo utility equipment, Nixon Hire, are celebrating
50 years of trading. We take a look at their history on pages 48–51.

in more personal news, i’m delighted to announce that i have joined the Executive Management Team at
SMT GB as Marketing Director. it’s a really exciting opportunity that will allow me to ensure that our
marketing activities are closely aligned with the company’s strategy and growth plans. 

i hope you enjoy reading the latest edition of THE VOICE. it is very much your magazine so if there is
anything you would like to see more of, please let me know or tweet me @AmyMetcalfeiM

Amy Metcalfe
Marketing Director
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Proving that you don’t need to make compromises, the new ECR355E short swing radius 

excavator from Volvo is designed for working in confined areas – while delivering digging 

performance, fast cycle times, balance and stability that rival conventional excavators. 

Access tight job sites and benefit from increased lifting capacity thanks to the long list 

of standard features, cleverly-designed to ensure efficient operations and long-lasting 

performance. Operate with complete confidence, always. Building Tomorrow.

SMT GB 
Duxford, Cambridge CB22 4QX 
Telephone: 01223 836636

www.smt.network

THE ECR355E
 SHORT SWING, SOLID STABILITY
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Volvo A60H pulls out all
the stops for CEMEX UK
The very first Volvo A60H articulated hauler to be sold in
Great Britain was delivered to CEMEX UK during November
last year and has been pulling out all the stops at the
company’s Halkyn Quarry, Calderdale, Flintshire.

Previewed for the first time at Hillhead 2016, the 55-tonne
capacity hauler was trialled earlier last year by CEMEX UK
to assess the suitability of introducing an articulated hauler
of this size to the operations at Halkyn and proved to be a
success in all areas of the quarry’s production.

Specifically for CEMEX UK, the A60H has had
additional features fitted to it including an Ardent fire
suppression system, Groeneveld automatic greasing and
200mm side extensions coupled with a cantilever tailgate,
increasing the hauler’s body capacity to 39m³. Accordingly
configured, the truck is capable of handling all of the

hauling duties on site which include hauling blasted
material from the face to the primary crusher and running
under the bins to receive various sized material from the
secondary crusher. The A60H will also be deployed on
developing new areas that are being opened up in the
quarry which will involve large-scale muck-shifting to
expose virgin rock for extraction – a task that cannot be
viably undertaken by rigid haulers.

Since its initial delivery in November 2017, CEMEX UK
has been monitoring the all-round performance of the
A60H in terms of its productivity and fuel efficiency. Thus



far, the articulated hauler is exceeding all of the quarry’s
expectations. “opting for the A60H articulated hauler
instead of another sixty-tonne rigid truck has been a
success here at Halkyn,” comments Quarry Manager,
Andrew Edwards. “The A60H is giving us tremendous
flexibility in all the areas of our production whether it is
hauling directly from the face, moving secondary material
from the bins or working on our developing areas on
wholesale muck-shifting duties.”

With the aid of CareTrack™, (volvo CE’s telemetry
system) the performance of the A60H can be clearly
tracked. in February this year, for example, the A60H
carried a total of 27,406 tonnes with a generous 6.9 tonnes
of material moved per litre of fuel burned.  

With an industry leading 55-tonne (60 ton) payload, the
A60H brings a new dimension to reducing the cost per
tonne of material moved using tried-and-tested frame and
powertrain designs with the emphasis on fuel efficiency.
The A60H is powered by a 16-litre volvo engine, delivering
495 kW and 3200Nm of torque and has a maximum speed
of 54.9kph. it shares the same features and benefits in
terms of design and overall layout as its smaller siblings in
the volvo articulated hauler range.

With the A60H, valuable data is on hand to improve
onsite efficiency and save costs. With intelligent systems
from volvo, such as MATRiS™, CareTrack™ and the on
Board Weighing system, customers can optimize
production and minimize operational costs. volvo uses the
latest technology to monitor machine operation and status,
advising on the best ways to increase profitability. The on

Board Weighing System guarantees the optimal load every
cycle. This maximizes production, boosts fuel efficiency
and reduces machine wear in all site conditions and
operations. 

The ground breaking A60H features the latest
innovations from volvo. With matched drivetrain, automatic
drive combinations, including 100% differential locks, all
terrain bogie, hydro mechanical steering and active
suspension, this machine is unbeatable. Fitted with an
active hydraulic front suspension for higher hauling speeds
in tough conditions, the A60H optimizes operator comfort
and stability during travel, allowing more material to be
moved in a shorter time for unmatched productivity. The
A60H’s dump support system, Hill Assist and load and
dump brake, all help the operator to stay in control at all
times, for extra productivity and safety.

in the UK, CEMEX generates around £775 million in
annual sales.  in addition to ready mixed concrete, cement
and aggregates, CEMEX supplies and installs asphalt
materials, manufactures concrete block pavings, rail
products, bespoke pre-cast and concrete blocks.

CEMEX operates a comprehensive national supply
network to ensure that quality materials and services are
available to customers locally operating over 200 concrete
mixing plants to ensure efficient delivery to virtually any
location in the UK. The company also operates 60 quarries
and a fleet of modern vessels supplying marine
aggregates, CEMEX is a major provider of crushed rock,
sand and gravel for a wide range of construction
applications. ■
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Scot Plant 2018
Scot Plant took place on 19 and 20 April at Royal Highland
Centre, ingliston and this year the SMT GB team were
treated to sunny weather. Visitors to the SMT GB stand were
able to view both Volvo Construction Equipment and Volvo
Trucks side by side.
Machines featured on the stand included EC140E, EC220E, ECR235E and EWR150E excavators, the L150H
Wheel Loader and A30G Articulated Hauler. The A30G was sold to Celmisa Plant Hire Ltd and three
generations of this family-run business visited the SMT GB stand on Friday. Current Managing Director and
son of the founder, ian Johnston, says, “My father Charlie founded the company in 1978 and back then, we
were involved in agricultural contracting, drainage and some bulk earthmoving. volvo articulated haulers have
been a part of our company for most of this ti  me – certainly for the last 35 years and we cannot fault them. Even
today, we are still running 20-year old A35Cs on our own contracting jobs and have just overhauled one of them
completely. However, the new A30Gs we’ve just purchased will be deployed in our operated plant hire fleet.”

volvo machines did not only feature on the SMT GB stand but Steelwrist also showcased the EW60E and
EC220E on theirs. SMT GB dealer, Nixon Plant Hire, featured the ECR58D and EC18D on their stand while
Rockbreakers, who were exhibiting at Scot Plant for the first time, featured the EC15D and ECR58D. ■

three generations of the Johnston family
visit their new machine on the stand



“volvo articulated haulers have been a part of our
company for most of this time – certainly for the
last 35 years and we cannot fault them.” ian Johnston, managing Director,

celmisa Plant hire Ltd 
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Built by the best: Introducing
the all-new EW240E Material
Handler from Volvo
Building on its extensive experience, Volvo Construction Equipment
has created its strongest and most innovative material handler yet –
the EW240E.

Specifically designed for the waste and recycling industries
and manufactured in the volvo factory in Konz, the new
EW240E Material Handler from volvo Construction
Equipment is a powerful and reliable partner in what can be
challenging work conditions. This versatile machine promises
maximum productivity and flexibility with its range of tried and
tested features. 

The EW240E Material Handler weighs in at 26 tonnes and is
powered by a Tier iv final volvo engine, which provides 129
kW (173 hp), achieving a maximum torque of 850 Nm at just
1350 rpm. With its 6.5-metre straight boom and five metre
gooseneck arm, the machine has an impressive forward
reach of more than 11-metres.

Purpose-built for material handling
Built on decades of engineering excellence, the EW240E
Material Handler is purpose-built for recycling and waste
applications. Thanks to proven components common to other
volvo wheeled excavators, volvo could spend time perfecting
the new machine to meet specific material handling job
requirements. While the latest machine is based on the
established design of its forerunners, it features a host of
new features which have undergone rigorous testing in
real-life conditions.

Designed to keep productivity high and downtime low, the
EW240E Material Handler is ideal for applications requiring
optimum reach and superb visibility. The machine is
manufactured with a dedicated upper structure and reinforced
undercarriage to withstand the forces in scrap sorting
applications. other differences compared to a standard
excavator include the hydraulically elevated cab, four
stabilisers as standard, full rubber tires, and tailor-made
straight boom that is flexible enough to be fitted with either
a 5-metre gooseneck arm or a 4-metre grab/sorting arm.

Performance is enhanced by the boom float function and the
boom cylinder dampening which minimises shaking and
holds the grapple in place for increased stability. To improve
accuracy, the grapple control and soft swing braking system
work in harmony during simultaneous operations while
optimized hydraulics system deliver instant response.
operators can work in comfort in the spacious volvo cab
which can be raised up to five metres above the ground, for
an eye-level view. Keeping operation steady when working at
height, the cab also benefits from double-damped cushioning
to reduce noise and vibration. To enhance safety, the
EW240E Material Handler is equipped with the arm in
limitation to avoid collision between the cab and the grapple.
As an extra safety feature when working indoors, volvo offers
the optional height limitation function. Getting in and out of
the cab is easier for the operator thanks to brightly coloured
handrails and newly added steps on the outriggers.

Versatile by nature
versatile by nature, the EW240E Material Handler can be
configured both inside and out. Customers can maximise
productivity by designing a machine that specifically matches
their application. For example, customers can select either a
gooseneck arm or straight arm to ensure they always have
the best grasp on the job. optimised by factory-installed
auxiliary circuits, the corresponding grapples work in perfect
harmony with the volvo machine and are available through
the volvo factory.

Not only can the machine be easily tailored to the job, it can
be customised with several options to best suit the
customers’ operational needs. With large expanses of glass,
the volvo cab offers all-round visibility and ultimate safety. To
boost visibility, customers can select the volvo Smart view
feature or a one-piece polycarbonate window with protection
film. For added convenience, Comfort Drive Control (CDC)

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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gives the operator the opportunity to steer the machine using
only the roller on the joystick, up to 20km/h (12mph) – a new
feature for the volvo wheeled excavator range. Specific to
the EW220E and EW240E Material Handlers, the machines
can be ordered from the factory without the steering column.
This allows the operator to control the entire machine,
including the tilt rotator and outriggers using only the
joysticks.

E for efficiency
The EW240E Material Handler is both clever and fuel
efficient in the way it operates. Auto idle, which reduces
engine speed to idle when the controls are inactive for a pre-
set amount of time, and auto engine shutdown, together help
to reduce fuel consumption. Enhanced by ECo mode, which
turns on automatically, the EW240E Material Handler is
packed with features to increase fuel efficiency and reduce
machine wear.

To keep the machine running, the EW240E Material Handler
has been designed with ease of servicing in mind. on the
entire E-series wheeled excavator range, greasing points are
grouped together and filters are placed behind wide-opening
engine doors, all accessible from ground level. With
improved access to areas such as the radiators and mesh,
maintenance is made easy, helping operators stay on track,
even when they are on wheels. ■

KEY SPECIFICATIONS:

MODEL                                               EW240E

Engine                                              Volvo D6J

Operating weight                                                kg                  25,900
Straight boom sorting arm 4m,                               lb             57,100
solideal twin tyres 10.00–20,
sorting grap with Quick coupler (1,500kg)

Operating weight                                  kg             26,000
Straight boom, gooseneck arm 5m,                 lb             57,320
solideal twin tyres 10.00–20, 
grapple 600 l (1,600kg)

Gross Power                                       kW            129
                                                                             hp (imp)      173

. . .at engine speed                                 r/min         1800

Maximum digging reach                          mm           11,000
                                                      ft in           36’ 1”

Maximum speed                                   km/h         20
                                                      mph           12.4



EW240E Material Handler on the
SMT GB stand at Hillhead 2018
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Why a refurbishment is sometimes
the better option – giving a used
L90F a new lease of life

New Milton Sand & Ballast
is a family-run business,
forming part of H.H & D.E
Drew Ltd, and has been
processing sands and
gravels in South Hampshire
and East Dorset since 1936.
in 2008, they bought
a new Volvo L90F which
has been working daily on

the site located just outside Bournemouth and is proudly operated by
Bob Morton.

Before refurbishment – the L90F arrives at horsham
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in 2017, the machine had reached over 18,000 hours and Site
Manager, Mark Wilde, began looking into options for it. “As
the machine is a vital part of our operations, we wanted to
take a proactive approach before any major components
failed and the machine suffered significant down-time. We’d
had two competitive makes of machine refurbished recently,
so approached SMT GB to see how much it would cost to
refurbish the L90F.”

Sam Duggan, Customer Support Representative for
SMT GB, met with Mark to discuss their requirements and put
together a quote. Sam comments, “The quote was for a
complete ‘new life’ refurbishment of the L90F which included
a new engine, transmission and hydraulics. The D6 engine is
a factory-reconditioned engine, saving significant cost, while a
new transmission and hydraulic pump were fitted.” 

Mark adds, “Because the work is carried out by SMT GB,
the refurbishment is covered under a 1-year or 2,000 machine

hour (whichever occurs first) parts and labour warranty.  We
could also refurbish two machines for the same cost as
buying a new one and so we decided to proceed with the
refurbishment.”

The L90F was delivered into the workshop at the SMT GB
Horsham depot on 30 october and firstly steam cleaned then
given a full inspection before the refurbishment began.
SMT GB engineer, Robin Winyard, and SMT GB apprentice,
Les Searle, then stripped the machine and began rebuilding. 

on dismantling the machine, any additional defects
identified were listed accordingly, estimated for, and then
discussed with the customer to obtain authorisation for repairs
while maintaining a high level of communication with them
throughout. once the rebuild was complete, all machine
systems/circuits were tested before the L90 left Horsham.
With the engineering work complete, the machine then
travelled on 8 December to SMT GB’s Used Equipment

      

c the L90F is steam cleaned before entering the workshop

d Steam clean complete and ready for refurbishment
WATCH THE VIDEO AT:
www.youtube.com/Smt_gB 
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Centre in Bruntingthorpe for the paintwork to be refreshed. 
The facility at Bruntingthorpe is fully geared up to complete

full resprays of any volvo machine. A specially commissioned
paint oven with the very latest Symac robot-drying system
takes pride of place in the workshop and has been designed
to be large enough to accommodate a 70-tonne excavator.
The L90F was sandblasted before further hand sanding and
preparation could take place. Machines are fully masked
before spraying to ensure the best possible paint finish. once
sprayed, heated panels moved over the machine to speed up
the drying process which was completed by 18 December.    

Quarry Manager, Steve Haughton, travelled to
Bruntingthorpe to inspect the machine prior to delivery back
on site. Steve says, “i was impressed with the new SMT
facility at Bruntingthorpe and it was clear from meeting the
staff there that they take tremendous pride in what they do.
The finish of the paintwork was great, and quite honestly, the
machine looked new.”

The L90F was delivered back to site just before Christmas,
much to the delight of operator, Bob Morton, who says, “All
the rattles and clunks had gone and the machine is now
running like it’s fresh out the box.”

Steve adds, “The support from SMT GB since then has
also been great. A couple of small adjustments were needed
after the machine had been delivered but this was sorted very
quickly and it hasn’t suffered any downtime since returning to
us. The speed of the refurbishment was surprising – i was
expecting it to be three months but it was back on site after
only 8 weeks. The communication with Sam throughout the
process has also been excellent. We always knew exactly

where the machine was in the process at all times.”
Paul Drayton, Group operations Director, adds, “The

quality of the refurbishment is very good and is a credit to
SMT GB. The communication with Steve and Sam was
impressive. Anything outside scope was discussed upfront
and agreed before any work was carried out so there were no
surprises when we received our final invoice. it’s the little
touches that make the difference and the fact the floor mats
and steering wheel had been replaced helped it to feel like a
new machine.” 

SMT GB Customer Support Centre Manager for Horsham,
Daimon Evans, says; “All work is carried out to the highest
standard and, for a refurbishment on this scale, we have
dedicated engineers working on the machine. We are
delighted to see the L90F back on site working hard for New
Milton Sand & Ballast and look forward to helping support this
machine throughout its new life.”

H.H & D.E Drew is a family-owned business which prides
itself in providing a quality level of service to the local
community. The business operates a long term relationship
with customers, stakeholders and the community as a whole,
based on environmental, safety and quality systems. They
have sites located in South Hampshire and East Dorset
supplying a range of aggregates, concrete and building
materials. The site in Bournemouth now extends to
reprocessing waste into recycled materials, supplying ready
mixed concrete and screed, and offering trade and retail
customers skips, bagged products, small loads and much
more. ■

after refurbishment
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“The quote was for a complete ‘new life’
refurbishment of the L90F which
included a new engine, transmission and
hydraulics. The D6 engine is a factory-
reconditioned engine, saving significant
cost, while a new transmission and
hydraulic pump were fitted.” 
Sam Duggan, customer Support Representative for Smt gB

The L90F back on site working for New Milton
Sand & Ballast

“The quality of the refurbishment is very good and is a
credit to SMT GB. The communication with Steve and
Sam was impressive. Anything outside scope was
discussed upfront and agreed before any work was
carried out so there were no surprises when we received
our final invoice. it’s the little touches that make the
difference and the fact the floor mats and steering wheel
had been replaced helped it to feel like a new machine.” 
Paul Drayton, Group Operations Director – New Milton Sand & Ballast
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A trio of trucks for
J C Balls & Sons
Celebrating 55 years of business, J C Balls & Sons Ltd of Ambergate,
Derbyshire, has opted for three new Volvo A30G articulated haulers
to supplement its plant fleet.

The new arrivals are additions to J C Balls & Sons’ extensive
plant fleet comprising excavators, dozers, shovels, and
rollers and haulers, and were chosen after reviewing the
marketplace, according to Co-Director, Chris Balls. “volvo
articulated haulers are the market leaders for a reason,” he
says. “They have a long pedigree for reliability and
performance in virtually all terrains, as well as carrying
capacity and, of course, high residual values when it’s time
to trade. We also appreciate the safety features built into the
trucks with all daily checks that can be carried out from
ground level, the high degree of operator comfort and the
low profile tyres which are standard on the A30G.”

The A30G hauler from volvo meets the requirements of
Stage-iv final emissions legislation, being powered by an
electronically controlled, six-cylinder 264kW turbo charged
volvo v-ACT diesel engine. This features high torque at low
engine speeds, resulting in good fuel efficiency, high
performance, quicker engine response and less wear, i.e.
long service life. Purpose built by volvo, the engine is
designed to exactly match the volvo drivetrain, ensuring the
best use of power and torque, even in tough working
conditions. Delivering exceptional fuel efficiency, it is
matched to a torque converter with built-in lock-up function
and fitted with a fully automatic fast adaptive transmission.

                         



    
    

            
         

    

The rest of the volvo designed and built powertrain has
been reinforced to cope with the higher torque output of
the engine. 

With a carrying capacity of 28 tonnes and heaped capacity
of 17.5m³, the volvo A30G has a maximum speed of 53kph.
The hauler is also fitted with CareTrack as standard, volvo’s
telematics system that enables remote monitoring of a wide
range of machine functions (e.g. location, fuel consumption,
service reminders, etc) thus optimizing customer operations.

The new A30Gs will be covered by a volvo Blue Service
agreement with SMT GB carrying out regular servicing by
volvo trained engineers using genuine volvo parts.

J C Balls and Sons Ltd is very much a family-run business.
Established back in 1963 by founder Jim Balls, the company
is in the safe hands of Jim’s sons and Co-Directors, Chris
and Kevin, with their sons Jamie and Tom actively involved
as well. Even at 90 years young, Jim Balls still takes an
active interest in the day-to-day running of this busy plant
hire, earthmoving, bulk excavations, recycling and haulage
business. The company also has a ready mixed concrete
division and runs an extensive fleet of tippers.   ■

Three generations – Jim Balls flanked by his sons Chris (left) and Kevin (right) with grandson, Jamie (far left) with SMT GB Area Sales Manager, Ian Longdon

“Volvo articulated haulers are the
market leaders for a reason...”
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Harder, Better,
Faster, Stronger...
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Mackoy Groundworks Ltd puts new
Volvo Crawler Excavators to work
This June, Mackoy are putting their four new Volvo Crawler Excavators

(EC140E model) to the serious test. The new machines are helping

Mackoy clear the way to becoming the leading groundworks and civil

engineering company in South England. 

With an operating weight of 13,170–16,980kg and a bucket
capacity of 0.33–1.01m3 the new excavators are helping
Mackoy drivers to move ground faster than ever before. The
EC140E key features include the volvo Care Cab – a large
roomy interior with plenty of legroom and foot space. The all-
round visibility is enhanced by pressurised and filtered cab air
supplied by a 14-vent, climate control system. 
Managing Director of Mackoy, Mike Mayock, comments on
the new machines: “We’ve been working with volvo for over
six years and have come to rely on their quality and customer
service. The EC140E Crawler Excavators are exactly what we
need to give us a head start on our new sites. Not only do

they look great, but the functionality is unparalleled. in fact,
our teams have only provided us with positive feedback on
the usability of the crawlers. We have a busy summer ahead
with a number of new projects on the horizon. The new
machines will certainly play a big part in our continued
success.”

Mr Mayock is also impressed with volvo’s environmental
credentials. “As a company, we’re extremely conscious about
our carbon footprint and the impact our work has on the local
communities. The new volvo machines feature the latest fuel-
efficient technology which helps us reduce our emissions and
consumption whilst keeping our neighbours happy!” 
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hampshire-based entrepreneur

michael mayock founded award

winning groundworks and civil

engineering company, mackoy, in

2011. Providing a range of

construction services to deliver high

quality results for medium and large

national house builders including

Bellway homes, Barratt homes and

Persimmon homes. 

michael started mackoy from his

home office, with just seven

employees and two vans. today,

mackoy boasts an annual turnover

of nearly £30m, a 300 strong

workforce, is fully equipped with a

large machinery capacity and a

motor fleet now growing beyond

100+. 

With several major projects in and

around the South coast under its

belt, mackoy is steadily growing

with new sites across all the

Southern counties.  

in addition to its standout, reliable

results, mackoy is also passionate

about the communities in which it

works. its most recent sponsorships

and charity work include a

Partnership with Romsey town Fc

where it is investing to improve the

infrastructure of the grounds.

mackoy supports many charities

such as organising a fun day for

children’s charity ‘Kids out’ at

eastleigh Fc as well as supporting

other Kids out events to help raise

Funds. 

About Mackoy

The new EC140E’s join Mackoy’s already impressive fleet of excavators, dumpers
and rollers all of which proudly bear the iconic red ‘m’, emphasised by the signature
Mackoy blue background. Neil Cooper, Area Business Manager for SMT GB comments:
“Mackoy is a great customer to work with. As a company, it has grown at an extremely
impressive rate and we are proud to continue to supply them with volvo machines. it’s
also a pleasure for SMT GB to be a part of Mackoy’s strong company vision – we
really like to see our machines after the Mackoy ‘makeover’. The four new EC140E’s
are a great inspiration to our clients as to how volvo machines can be adapted and
customised. We’re looking forward to the rest of the year as Mackoy has further
additions to the fleet planned for this August.” ■
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Hillhead 2018 was the busiest ever
with an estimated 19,687 unique
visitors between 26-28 June. The
SMT GB stand was buzzing with
activity every day and The Man
Engine drew in big crowds at the
top of the quarry.

ECR18E revealed for the first time in GB
This ultra-short swing radius compact excavator
was revealed at Hillhead for the first time in Great
Britain. Available in January 2019, this super agile
excavator is perfect for working in confined urban
applications. The ECR18E is a 1.8 tonne class
machine that can squeeze into the tightest of
spaces, and thanks to its ultra-short tail design –
the shortest radius in the Volvo range – it can
work close to obstacles without colliding with
them. You can read more about this machine
on pages 32–35.

Putting the final touches to the stand, 25 June, prior to the show opening
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New excavators shown for
the first time
The new ECR355E was also
shown for the first time in GB at
Hillhead. This new excavator
from Volvo Construction
Equipment offers up to 10%
more fuel efficiency, a significant
increase in digging and lifting
forces, controllability and
ultimate uptime to ensure the
highest standard of productivity
and performance.

The all-new EW240E material
handler was also revealed at
Hillhead. Specifically designed
for the waste and recycling
industries and manufactured in
the Volvo factory, the new
EW240E material handler from
Volvo Construction Equipment is
a powerful and reliable partner in
all challenging work conditions.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF
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The EWR170E, first revealed in Konz,
Germany last year, also featured on
the SMT GB stand at Hillhead.
Answering the industry’s growing
business demands for short swing
wheeled excavators, the new
EWR170E comes complete with a
host of intelligent features and
excellent fuel efficiency.

L260H Wheeled Loader
The new L260H, sold to Ashcourt
Group and therefore appearing in
Union Jack livery on the Hillhead
stand, is the latest addition to the
H-series range. Built in response to
evolving business demands, the
machine can load 26 tons in just two
passes and has been upgraded with
the latest technology, delivering up
to 10% fuel efficiency improvement
and up to 15% increase in
productivity.

The Man Engine
The largest mechanical puppet ever
constructed in the UK appeared at
the top of the quarry standing three
times a day to his full height of 11.2
metres. Always drawing a large
crowd and powered by a Volvo
L220H Wheeled Loader, the Man
Engine team have now completed
their tour of the UK.

inside the Volvo stand, Volvo Used
Equipment and Parts could be
found showcasing the facility at
Bruntingthorpe. SMT GBs latest
offering, Site Efficiency Services,
was also presented using a Volvo
simulator. Site Efficiency Services is
a combination of Volvo Construction
Equipment products and services
tailored to each customer’s
requirements. The scope of services
range from minimal action and
advice to longer term collaborative
projects towards sustained
efficiency improvements. Progress is
monitored remotely via the on-
board telematics system enabling
customers to set targets and track
progress no matter where they are.
The Operators Club was also a
popular area of the stand, you can
read more about it on pages 44-45.

Thank you to everyone who came
along to visit the SMT GB stand
across the three days and made
the show a success! ■
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Volvo reveals
1.8 tonne ECR18E
ultra-short swing
radius Compact
Excavator

the ecR18e from volvo
construction equipment
features an ultra-short
swing radius, making it
super agile and safer
when working in confined
urban applications.
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CONTINUED OVERLEAF



Receiving its UK premiere on the SMT GB stand at
Hillhead, volvo CE is pulling the covers off its latest
compact excavator. The ECR18E is a 1.8 tonne class
machine that can squeeze into the tightest of spaces, and
thanks to its ultra-short tail design – the shortest radius in
the volvo range – it can work close to obstacles without
colliding with them.

The new model complements the volvo offering, which so
far comprises seven short-swing radius models, ranging
from 1.8 to 9.5 tonnes. The machine will be available
worldwide from the end of 2018 and despite its short-tail
design, remains highly stable. Featuring a variable
undercarriage, the ECR18E can retract to less than
1-metre wide to enter confined areas – or expand to
some more surefooted 1.35 metres.

THE RIGHT dESIGn FOR REnTALS
Particularly suited to the needs of rental businesses, the
ECR18E is designed for low cost of ownership. Robust by
design, thanks to a high-profile counterweight, the
machine is made for easy maintenance, with 50 hours

greasing intervals and a hinged fuel tank, providing best-
in-class access to the engine compartment. The engine
can also be fitted with auto-idle and auto-engine shutdown
features which reduce noise disturbance, service costs
and fuel consumption while ensuring a higher resale value.

SAFETy FIRST
it may be able to squeeze into tight spaces, but operators
will find that the cab environment of the ECR18E is both
roomy and uncluttered. With fingertip operation, simple
layout controls and large travel pedals, the machine is both
easy and safe to operate, the latter helped by a standard
orange seatbelt and optional sensors that lock the
controls, preventing movement if the operator is not sitting
firmly on the seat.

Transportation is also safe and secure, helped by four
easily accessed tie-down points on the upper frame.
Thanks to its light weight, it can be safely transported with
up to three buckets and a hydraulic breaker on a compact
trailer. ■
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the ecR18e was shown for the first time in gB at hillhead 2018

KEY SPECIFICATIONS:

MODEL                                     ECR18E

Engine gross power                     kW                 12

Operating weight                                   kg                  1,700—1,890

Maximum digging reach                 mm           4,120

Maximum digging depth                mm           2,440

Undercarriage width, variable           mm           995—1,352
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Bringing down the House
Goody Demolition is in the process of dismantling the former
Colonial Mutual Life headquarters located on the waterfront in
Chatham, Kent, and has brought in its high-reach Volvo EC300E to
head-up the process. Geoff Ashcroft reports.

Built in the 1990s at a cost of around £35m, Colonial
House in Quayside, Chatham, has sat empty for the last
few years, awaiting its fate. The red-brick fronted three-
storey building, its basement and associated car parking is
currently being redeveloped by Persimmon Homes, to
provide a mix of one and two-bedroom apartments, plus
three and four-bedroom homes within the Colonial Wharf
water-front development. 

Site clearance and demolition is well underway, and
being handled by Aylesham, Kent-based specialist and
NFDC member, Goody Demolition. But it’s been far from
straight-forward, as the 32-week project has thrown up
some interesting challenges along the way as site
manager and high-reach machine operator, Paul Hougham,

explains. “The building is a heavily reinforced concrete
structure with an outer brick skin and a steel roof,” he
says, “and given the amount of steel buried within the
concrete, it was probably engineered to withstand an
earthquake.”

The on-site team have been so surprised by the amount
of steelwork within that a friendly sweepstake is taking
place among the Goody team. Best estimates of what the
building is likely to yield are already in excess of 4,000
tonnes of steel.

“This is one of those buildings that was never going to
fall down, nor come apart easily,” he says. “And this job is
a meticulous and methodical process of dismantling that
demands decent fire-power.”

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a

The building’s many external elevations and complex diversity
of roof structures is proving an interesting project for Goody Demolition



Three-piece Kokurek front-end gives Goody Demolition’s EC300E
12m of forward reach and a working height of 21 metres.

“We couldn’t take on such complex projects without
such a specialist excavator conversion. it lets us provide
our clients with a complete demolition package...”
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That ‘fire-power’ comes in two key components. The first
part of the process is high-reach demolition using a volvo
EC300E excavator equipped with a Kokurek three-piece
boom. With a main boom of 7.8m, an intermediate 2.15m
section and a 6.25m-long demolition stick, it affords a
generous working envelope with a forward reach of 12m and
a working height of 21m. 
The second element is a volvo EC480E excavator working at
ground level and equipped with a hydraulic breaker. The
EC480E is tasked with dismantling wall and floor sections
that have been brought down by the firm’s high-reaching
EC300E.

“The height of the building is no problem for our EC300E,”
explains Paul, “but with the base machine being a 30-tonner,
it does limit the size of attachment. The high working
envelope dictates that we can only use a breaker or a
concrete cracker from a 20-tonne excavator, so we’re working
with smaller sections, but it does mean pieces are much
more manageable.”

Goody Demolition’s four-year old, EC300E was converted
by high-reach specialist Kokurek Excavators when new. it is
the demolition firm’s first high-reach volvo excavator, and
features a hydraulic tilting cab and Kokurek’s modular joint
system. 

With hydraulic locking pins and a cradle to store the high-
reach front-end when not in use, it takes less than 10 minutes,

says Mr Hougham, to swap between the standard boom and
three-piece high-reach configuration.

“it is a versatile piece of kit,” he says, “and when the
standard boom is fitted, the EC300E benefits from a generous
working envelope – having a straight boom instead of a
curved boom really does give us much more, and this boosts
productivity.”

While this is only the second demolition project where the
firm has applied its high-reach machine, both jobs have been
long-term contracts, tying up equipment for many months at a
time.
“We couldn’t take on such complex projects without such a
specialist excavator conversion,” he says. “it lets us provide
our clients with a complete demolition package, managed by
experienced leaders using highly trained operators with the
latest plant and equipment.”

Recently celebrating their 60th birthday, Goody Demolition
specialises in demolition, asbestos removal and remediation
across London and the South East. it has grown significantly
over the past 15 years under the directorship of Gary venner,
and currently operates with a fleet of over 22 excavators and
a workforce of around 75.

The firm has a number of volvo excavators in its fleet and
has praise for the service and support available from GB
dealer, SMT GB.

“When Goody Demolition was first bought by its current

WATCH THE VIDEO AT:
www.youtube.com/Smt_gB 



owners, there was a volvo in the business, and that’s proved
to be a good introduction to a well-built range of excavators,”
he says. “And we’ve added more volvo’s ever since.”

With 3,500 hours under its belt, the EC300E has so far
proved itself a sound investment for the firm. Reliability,
comfort and performance have never been questioned by its
operator.
“it’s a heavy enough machine and is well-suited to this type
of demolition work,” he adds, “and having a tilting cab does
make long days at the controls a much more comfortable
experience.”
Using the high-reach machine and working from the top, Paul
Hougham is systematically lowering the building by
weakening the floors and their supporting pillars. This lets the
team lower sections of floor on a layer-by-layer basis until
concrete slabs are within reach of the more powerful, heavier
EC480E.

The impressive reach also lets the EC300E stand back at
a safe distance which keeps the machine and its operator in
a safer environment.
“We’ve tried a nibbler, but the density of steel within the
concrete is doing such a good job of holding it all up that the
only way to make initial progress is with a hydraulic breaker,”
he says. “But there’s plenty to go at as we bring the layers
down.”

Concrete is being crushed on-site and used for bunding
and fill material with steel being sorted and cut, ready for
disposal.

The waterfront building also occupies a jetty which is to
be cleared, leaving it as a viewing plaza within the
redevelopment. once the main structure of the building has
been taken down, the firm will also need to dismantle the
basement.

“Being close to the waterfront, we could also face a few
challenges with water management as the project moves
forward,” he says. “Demolition is one of few jobs where
material content and dismantling is an unknown process –

you don’t know what you’re going to really find, until you get
stuck in.”

one thing is for certain, the firm’s skill, precision and
professionalism is helping it to make light work of this
building with its complexity and challenges. ■
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Operator Paul Hougham is pleased with the stability and performance
of the EC300E

As sections of the building are brought down, Goody Demolition’s
heavyweight EC480E moves in to dismantle and separate materials
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Collins’ Gateway to Heaven
At the mid-point of a major three-year, six million cubic metre
muck-shifting project taking place at East Midlands Gateway,
Collins Earthworks is in good shape and ahead of target. The VOICE
went along to discover more.

We spoke with Managing Director, David Collins, on-site
amidst a predominantly volvo badged set of equipment
ranging from 1.5 up to 75-tonne excavators, and an
impressive line-up of 29 articulated haulers, including two
newly delivered A60H trucks.

“We’re really pleased with the way this project is going,”
says David. “it’s a massive undertaking and the fact that the
eleven planned industrial units are selling way before
completion is really encouraging. it’s putting us under the
spotlight to maintain our cut-and-fill and soil stabilization
programme to bring the individual plots in on time for the

structural work to take place. But we’re in good shape and
everything is going well.” 

Most equipment in the Collins collection is manufactured
by volvo and besides the 29 articulated haulers, they have
two EC750Es, three EC700C and an EC480E acting as the
prime movers, along with four EC220Es and an EC300E on
various duties around the site. To keep pace with this monster
project and another muck-shifting project in the pipeline,
Collins has a further EC300E, EC380E and an EC480E on
order, together with eight more A30G articulated haulers.
They have purchased another secondhand EC700C, making



them the largest fleet user of some fifteen EC700 and EC750
excavators in the country.

But even with this amount of kit, whether on-site or on
order, Collins has had to look elsewhere to hire in additional
trucks and excavators. “We will hire in volvo equipment
simply because we know what we’re getting,” says David.
“Residual value is one thing and is always positive, but it’s the
overall reliability and performance of the machines and – this
isn’t an overstatement – all our operators prefer sitting in a
volvo as opposed to anything else. We took delivery of the
very first EC750E to be delivered in Great Britain – that
machine has since clocked up 4,000 hours in its first two
years and just hasn’t put a foot wrong.”

The East Midlands Gateway muck-shifting project began in
early 2017 where Collins was initially engaged in preparing
the perimeter of the 700-acre site for a rail freight terminal and
container storage area adjacent to the A453 and the busy M1.
This included a new junction on the A453 to give access to
the Gateway site. Approximately 2.2 million cubic metres of
material was moved in the first year. Now the race is on to
carry out 15m of material cut-and-fill to a depth of 20m across
the undulating site which will total close to another 4 million
cubic metres. in addition to this, Collins is still working on
preparing the ground for the spur line to service the rail freight
terminal and is currently working on the realignment of the
A50 / M1 junction.

in total, there will be eleven ‘big box’ facilities built on the
East Midlands Gateway site, the largest of which will have a
warehouse capacity of a mighty 1 million square feet, the

smallest being 250,000 square feet in size. Already
companies such as Amazon and Nestle (to name but two)
have staked a claim on these plots. “We’re really encouraged
by this,” says David. “But if you think about where we are –
the dead-centre of England with prime logistic connections
either by road, rail and even air – it’s probably no surprise this
is going to be a win-win situation for all of those involved in
the development.”

Even with the magnitude of this and other projects the
company is busy tendering for, David Collins remains pretty
calm and even modest about his company’s continuing good
fortune. “We have a pretty loyal workforce of nearly 350
personnel and a very low turnover of staff, and it’s like
everything else in this world – if you look after what you’ve got
then the favour is invariably returned.  it helps that the
Gateway project is close to our headquarters which means
everyone can get home of an evening and is not having to
work away – this has helped the project greatly.”

Daily shifts are nevertheless long ones, starting at 7am –
7.30pm weekdays and 7am – 4pm Saturdays. one employee
stands out in his timeliness and devotion to what he does,
setting an example for all of his colleagues: 76-year old, Barry
Northedge. Barry has been with Collins Earthworks for the
last 15 years and has always been allocated the newest
articulated hauler purchased for the fleet and recently took
charge of one of the two new A60Hs. 

Barry told us he started in the muck-shifting business
57 years ago for companies around the Chesterfield area
where he still lives. “i’ve seen a lot of companies come and go
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“We will hire in volvo equipment

simply because we know what

we’re getting. Residual value is

one thing and is always positive,

but it’s the overall reliability and

performance of the machines

and, this isn’t an overstatement,

all our operators prefer sitting in

a volvo as opposed to anything

else.” managing Director, David collins



some are a distant memory now. in my time, i’ve operated
most machines – excavators, dump-trucks and dozers but
since working here at Collins i’ve been on dump-trucks. i
really like the new A60H – so much so, i’m thinking of
stopping here till i’m 80!”

Foreman on site, Wayne Naylor, is full of praise for his
elder colleague. “Barry has always been allocated our newest
truck – when we had our first A30, Barry was the one it went
to and the same applied to the A40 – and now the A60H. He
keeps the machine spotless and drives in his carpet slippers
to keep the cab looking like new!  He’s always one of the first
on-site, and one of the last to leave. A true gentleman and a
treasured employee.”

Barry’s two sons also drive articulated haulers for Collins
so are kept on their toes each day by their father. The voice
managed to get Barry to actually stop work for 5 minutes so
that Paul King, our Area Sales Manager, could present him
with an A60H model, a volvo jacket and a cap and as you can
see from this article’s pictures, he was well made up with that!

When it comes to accolades, Collins Earthworks recently
announced it had been quoted as “Nottinghamshire’s fastest
growing business for the second consecutive year and has
come in at sixth place overall in terms of employment growth”,
according to The East Midlands Top 200 list & report this year
(published by the regional office of business, Grant Thornton
UK with the CBi, 9 May 2018). The list is compiled using the
most recent publicly available accounts of companies that are

run and managed from the area, highlighting the region’s 200
fastest growing companies by profit growth. 

Furthermore, Collins Earthworks Ltd has been identified as
one of The London Stock Exchange’s 1,000 Companies to
inspire Britain. The report recognises the UK’s fastest-growing
and most dynamic small and medium-sized businesses
across the UK. To be included in the list, companies need to
show consistent revenue growth over a minimum of three
years, significantly outperforming their industry peers. More
detail on the methodology can be found in the report online at
www.1000companies.com.  

in a recent press release, David Collins commented “This
is a huge testament to everything that everybody at Collins
does.  This isn’t something that we can apply for – the judges
have discovered us through our reputation and
accomplishments. our commitment to customer service and
doing the best job we can for them has been the driving force
behind the business for many years. We are very fortunate to
have an excellent working relationship with our suppliers, in
particular, volvo, for their equipment and service. it’s a real
honour to feature in this report.”

The company has also picked up a prestigious RoSPA
Gold Award in recognition of its practices and achievements in
helping its staff get home safely at the end of the working day
and will be presented with the award during a ceremony in
July 2018. ■

Barry Northedge, well made up with his
volvo goodies

Paul King, our area Sales manager, presents Barry Northedge with an

a60h model, a volvo jacket and a cap



Join the Operators Club here:
www.volvoceoperatorsclub.co.uk

Not a Member of the
Operators Club?

Why not join today or refer a friend – we send

out a small welcome pack to new joiners and

there’s always a chance to win more goodies

during the year through giveaways, coming to

events or our competitions. We value our

Operators’ opinions and like to share news.

Operators have the chance to be first to hear

of any events we have coming up.

Nick allen, ceo of Smt gB, congratulates Ryan Sadler at hillhead
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Operators Club at Hillhead 2018
over 800 people joined the operators club at our stand at hillhead 2018 between 26–28 June, receiving free
goodies, signing up to our emails and the voice magazine, and some having a go on the machines specially laid on
for the gB heats of the operators club challenge. 

it was fantastic to meet everyone in person and see you all enjoying some fun in the sun!  hillhead organisers
reported a 10% rise in attendance against last year’s figures, so despite the intense heat over several days, people
were keener than ever to be there.

OPERATORS CLuB CHALLENGE HEATS — RESuLTS!
many of you also came along to take part in the gB heats of the operators club challenge trials taking place in front
of the Smt gB stand with contenders for the top four places taking each other on for the european Finals.
competitors were allowed three rounds on two machines and a simulator against the clock, some of you returning
over the three days of the show to see if you could better your times.

the friendly rivalry amongst the most talented operators was intense, but for those just wanting to have a bit of fun,
it was a chance to try out volvo machines as well as check their own ranking on the live screen.

IN THE END, THE TOP TEN RANKED AS FOLLOWS:

       Ryan Sadler                03.02                                     Kyle Pead                     03.32

        James covell              03.10                                       tom Pederson             03.35

        Lewis Jarman             03.16                                       owen thompson         03.41

        Phil Port                      03.22                                     mark Jarman                03.43

        thomas Whiting         03.29                                       tom Lamb                    03.43

Ryan and James will go on to compete with other european heats winners in the Final on the weekend of 20–21 
october this year in Konz, germany while Lewis and Phil will compete in the competition in europe next year.
We’d like to thank everyone who had a go – it was amazing to see how high the standard is across the board and we
enjoyed ourselves as much as everyone who took part!

BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE — LESS 10% FOR MEMBERS
We add new merchandise to our offerings all the time and plenty of people had a chance to view and buy volvo and 
Smt merchandise at our hillhead shop.  

But if you missed out, don’t forget it’s also available on our website and if you quote your membership number and
code on the back of your card, you will receive less 10% just for being an operators club member.

New merchandise this year includes new design jackets and caps, sunglasses, thermos mugs, scale models and toys
for kids both young and old: https://www.vcemerchandise.co.uk/categories/new

Kathy McConnell

    

    
 

          

        

       

      

      

      

        

       



“When you work for the best, you
have to have the best equipment!”

GARY FISH



WANT TO FEATuRE IN A
MEMBER PROFILE?
Email amy.metcalfe@smtgb.co.uk and for
every profile printed we will send you a
pack of volvo merchandise worth £50!

Terms and conditions: To submit an entry,
you must be a member of the volvo CE
operators Club in Great Britain and
operate/own a volvo machine. The editor’s
decision on profiles to publish is final.
The selection of merchandise will be chosen
at random and subject to availability at that
time. items cannot be exchanged unless 
faulty.

Member profile
Name: Gary Fish

Company: D Wardle Plant Ltd

Member number: 1640

Member since: 27/03/2015

Gary is 37 and has worked in the quarry and earthmoving
industry since he was 16. He is currently working in a silica
sand quarry in Godstone. Gary says, “At D Wardle Plant, we
run a lot of volvo machines and i operate an EC480D at the
moment. When you work for the best, you have to have the
best equipment!” 

How did you hear about the Operators Club?
i heard about the operators Club from a fellow member of staff.

What made you join the Club?
i joined the Club because it’s a good way of hearing news and
other operator’s opinions.

What do you like about being a member?
it gives you a good look at the new equipment and hear
other operators’ views. 

Do you interact with other Operators Club members?
i interact with other members on Twitter, you can find me
@garyfish1980.
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Celebrating 50 years of...

Nixon Hire is one of SMT GB’s oldest, long standing dealers for Volvo

utility equipment and the company formally celebrated 50 years of

trading in November 2017. The VOICE magazine went along to find out

about Nixon Hire’s history and about the man who started it all, back

in 1967 – Chairman and founder, John Nixon.
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John Nixon
chairman
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In John’s words, it all started back in the mid-1960s when
he was working as a sales representative for Electrical
Tools Ltd which had a dealership for anything that was
driven by a flexible drive. At that time, flexible drives were
extensively used in the building industry powering
implements like vibrating pokers but when they broke
down they had to be sent away for the best part of a week
to be repaired and returned. When this occurred, John
had to arrange a hired replacement with not a lot of
support from his organisation.

As with all entrepreneurial people, John spotted a
chance to improve this service to his customers and with
the courage of conviction to succeed on his own (after
having discussed things with his wife) set up Nixon Hire
with just £2,000 in November 1967. 

“i owe a tremendous amount to my first employee,  Dick
Redmond,” says John. “We had worked together at Electrical
Tools Ltd and once i’d set myself up in November 1967, he
quickly joined me one month later. Together we worked as a
team, me as the sales rep as i had a lot of contacts in the
building industry here in the north east and Dick had a wealth
of product knowledge and was such a tremendous asset in
the early days of the new business.”

John recalls how it was a case of hard work, and providing
a good service, that were the keys to the successful growth of

Nixon Hire. With other products becoming available such as
electrical tools, drills and grinders, this expanded the
company’s portfolio. Then in 1970, Stihl saws and disc cutters
came to the market and soon every building site and
tradesperson would either purchase or hire one and this
became very lucrative for Nixon Hire. Soon after that, the
company started to take on larger equipment including rollers,
generators, site dumpers and of course mini excavators which
back then were represented by the Pel-Job brand.

it was David Munns, Sales Director at SMT GB who
appointed John Nixon as the dealer for Pel-Job 30 years ago
in his role as then MD at Pel-Job.

To help with this expansion, John’s brothers, Alan and
David, joined him in the business with David put in charge of
repairing vibrating pokers (under Dick’s supervision) and Alan
taking charge of the office management side of the company.
Alan and David continued until they took retirement in 1994
but in the meantime, John’s five children all joined the
company straight from school to support the running of the
business. Today, even after 50 years, John Nixon has an
active interest in the day-to-day running of the business
although from a slightly adjusted ‘back’ seat. His son Graham
is the current Managing Director, supported by sisters Alison
and Beverley as HR Directors.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a

in 1970, Nixon began selling the Pel-Job brand
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From its historical roots based in Newcastle–Upon–Tyne,
Nixon Hire has expanded significantly, opening more and
more facilities across England and Scotland. in total, there are
fourteen Nixon Hire facilities strategically placed to serve the
local hire markets employing over 460 personnel. Nixon Hire
was awarded the accolade of ‘Company of the Year’ in 2014
(North East Business Awards) recognising the collective hard
work and dedication of Nixon’s workforce and their positive
impact on the hire industry as a whole.

volvo utility equipment, and more latterly, volvo GPE
machines have been a long-standing element to Nixon Hire’s
equipment portfolio. The company is one the oldest Pel-Job
and volvo utility dealers in the country, having taken on the
franchise back in 1988. Since 1999, Nixon Hire has

purchased over 1,195 volvo compact and general purpose
excavators accounting for £31.5m out of a total investment in
plant and equipment of some £161.8m. 

The current fleet of volvo machines totals 559 which is
regularly being increased with older machines replaced each
year. For example, 111 compact excavators and 20 GPE
excavators were purchased in 2017 and Nixon Hire has
already placed orders for 70 machines so far in 2018. The
company runs a mix of EC15s, ECR25s, EC27s, EC55s,
EC140s, EC220s and more recently has started to add the
ECR58D and EC18D models. All the machines are distributed
around Nixon Hire’s fourteen depots in England and Scotland.  

in total, there are
fourteen Nixon hire
facilities strategically
placed to serve the
local hire markets
employing over 460
personnel.

New machines ready to go out Nixon’s stand at Scot Plant 2018

graham Nixon
managing Director
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TLC Plant moves
up a gear with a
Volvo EC27d
Established just 12 months ago by two
young entrepreneurs, TLC Plant has
moved up a gear by adding a new Volvo
EC27D compact excavator, thanks to the
continued demand for more work in the
Devon locality. 

The new 2.7 tonne compact excavator was supplied following a successful
demonstration by SMT GB’s utility dealer for the south-west of England, Plant and
Engineering Services. “We were looking to add a larger machine as our existing
micro-excavator has its limitations in terms of digging capacity, so we rang around the
obvious candidates,” explains co-partner, Lewis Clarke.

 “it was Plant and Engineering Services who proved to be very proactive in giving us
an opportunity to try a machine on demonstration, then follow this up with a sensible
quotation. Straight away we were extremely impressed with the volvo EC27D -
everything was just right – from the smoothness of the controls, the machine’s stability
and the quality of build, so we had no doubts about placing the order.”

The new arrival will be used on general self-operated hire and will be deployed on
groundworks, drainage and ditch maintenance, driveway construction and other
related activities.

TLC Plant is located near Crediton, not far from Exeter and the main arterial routes
connecting Devon and the West Country, The recently formed company is operated
by business partners, Lewis Clarke and Tom Lee. ■

The specification:
●   The EC27D is powered by a Volvo 1.6 litre, low-emission Stage-iii engine coupled
     to a load sensing hydraulic system for optimum performance and fuel saving 
●   Simultaneous control of slew and offset movements provides faster, more precise
     performance due to the right joystick control lever that features an electronically
     proportional roller. This allows the operator to accurately adjust hydraulic flow
     as needed
●   All hydraulic functions are performed in total independence for more control and
     less delay when handling multiple tasks
●   The standard auto-idling system lowers engine speed to idle if a control is not
     used for five seconds. The engine reverts to the pre-selected speed almost
     instantly when any control is moved. This system delivers lower fuel consumption,
    longer engine life and less environmental noise 
●   The EC27D features Volvo’s industry-leading comfortable cab for less fatigue and 
     more production. The ergonomically designed cab offers greater leg and foot
     room, making it one of the most spacious in its category



tLc’s partners, tom Lee (left) and Lewis clarke
at the controls
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Cake sale for...
Alzheimer’s charity
Duxford Head office joined other 
fundraising businesses across the country
on the Alzheimer’s Society Cupcake Day 
(14 June). Lots of people joined in to
bake cakes and £165 was raised.

Left to right: harry Wood, Rupert Rolfe and Jay Fisher
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In other news...
Springwatch at SMT
Whilst carrying out routine safety and maintenance checks on the workshop forklift truck in Duxford,
engineer Jason Frost was surprised when, after removing an inspection cover, a bird flew out in front
of him. on taking a closer look, he found a nest containing three eggs.

it turns out they belong to a pair of pied wagtails who may be the same birds that last year raised
two broods in pavers that stood in nearly the same place as the forklift truck does this year.
There are now six young chicks being tended to by the parent birds and a notice has been put on the
vehicle warning about the presence of the nest to give them the best chance of fledging.  

Stars of the Future Awards
Three SMT GB apprentices made the Regional Award Final of the
CPA Stars of the Future Award. Jay Fisher and Harry Wood of
immingham Depot and Rupert Rolfe from Duxford Depot were
prize-winners at the ceremony on Thursday, 14 June.
Harry Wood took first prize in the regional award for Level 2 (out
of 110 candidates) with Rupert Rolfe joint runner-up in the same
award, and Jay Fisher was runner-up in the Level 3 award. Harry
received his prize of a snap-on tool box, and Rupert and Jay both
received snap-on screwdrivers for reaching the final.

The A-Plant sponsored event took place at the Heart of England
Conference Centre in Coventry and was attended by over 150
guests including apprentices, staff from various companies,
colleges, parents and guest speakers.

Volvo Masters
The volvo Masters competition began
again recently with the GB final taking
place in Duxford in May. This is a
worldwide tournament held by volvo
Construction Equipment to find the best
team of service and part technicians.
Seven teams took part in the GB final
and the challenges consisted of six
practical stations where the teams had
to troubleshoot a selection of faults on
varying types of machine. Scoring was
extremely close during the practical
round, with only 25 points between first
and last positions, out of a possible 350
points overall.

The winning Newcastle team are Craig
Spence, Michael Christer, and Dave
Denham and leading the team will be
Tom McNair (Product Specialist – North).

They travelled to the Hub North Final
in Konz, Germany 26–29 June. The team

placed third,
so will now
travel to the
EMEA finals
taking place
in Dubai later
in the year.



getting social.. . We love seeing pictures of your machines in action.
Below are our favourite posts from across social media.

Join in the conversation:

@LakelandE: Productive
week, made easier with
the right equipment
@SMT_GB @engcon_uk
@Engineer1Lammer with
@JimColemam @Fineturf

@WardlePlant: “Beast from
the East” meets Gappy in full
flow… only one winner
@SMT_GB

@g_wullie: Tidy @SMT_GB

Volvo 145 enjoys the sun

David Rarity:
Lunch with Alan Gow.
Love the SMT GB Volvo
with Steelwrist UK
green and chevron ballast!
ScotPlant.

The Man Engine:
Swansea, United Kingdom
you beauty! Thanks to the
1000s of people who came
out to see us yesterday, and
to the brilliant organisers,
funders, partners and
supporters for an amazing day.

Prichards1995: This morning
we took delivery of our brand
new Volvo A30G. #Prichards
#plant #volvo #volvoce
#dumptruck #shinynew
#beast #smtvolvo
#brandspankingnew
#volvo_pics #camerasystem
#stateoftheart

Liamschofield91:

Topsoiling with duck,

tiltrotator and trailer

make the job a breeze.

#volvoconstrcutionequip

ment #collinsearthworks

#steelwrist

Ukplantphotos: Volvo L150

at a local sand pit #Volvo

#earthmoving #construction

#loader #earthworks

#demolition #loadingshovel

#l150 #volvoloader

#quarry #heavyequipment

/Smt_gB/SmtgreatBritain @Smt_gB @Smt_gB

The Man Engine
Resurrection Tour:
The Man Engine returns
for a tour across Wales.

Working for SMT —
Stuart Smith:
Find out what Stuart
thinks about working
for SMT GB
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REGION 
NORTH

REGION 
SOUTH

 REGION NORTH
Ged Fitzsimmons  07967 002 231

1. Angus Innes  07966 346 294

2. Gerry Logue  07974 973 469

3. Derek Kidd  07974 973 505

4. Mark Need  07590 170 390

5. Ian Longdon  07974 973 420

6. Ed Taylor  07974 973 480

7. Paul Martin  07970 615 343

 REGION SOUTH
John Beard  07974 973 543

10. Paul King  07974 973 419

11. John Jenkins  07966 346 244

12. Tim Popplewell  07966 346 241

13. Roy Thompson  07974 973 438

14. Sophie Carter  07540 156 733

15. Dean Ackerman  07813 086 095

16. Phil Stock  07803 400 779

18. Richard Shelbourne  07974 973 430

19. Neil Cooper  07815 738 353

20. Dale Nicoll  07860 258 343

 USED EQUIPMENT
Chris Griffin  07718 323 970

 ROAD MACHINERY
National: Colin Mackenzie  07974 973 459

North: Matthew Sheridan  07795 645 981

SMT GB SALES TERRITORIES
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VOLVO UTILITY EQUIPMENT DEALERS

  CS Machinery Sales Ltd 
01828 670 361 
calum@csmachinerysales.com 

 

  Rockbreakers 
  01506 824 652 
  jason@rockbreakers.co.uk 
  tommy@rockbreakers.co.uk 
 

  John Nixon Ltd 
  0844 372 2210 
  mikehaskayne@nixonhire.com 
 

  Chippindale Plant Ltd 
  01132 632 344 
  trevorr@chippindaleplant.com 
 

  Mona Tractor Co Ltd 
  01248 750075 
  johnjones@monatractors.co.uk 
 

  Howard Plant Sales Ltd 
  01606 833 443 
  sales@howardplant.co.uk 
 

  Rickmar Plant Sales 
  01522 703 110 
  rickmar4@hotmail.com 
 

  Cambrian Plant Sales 
  029 2056 9311 
  sales@cambriangroup.co.uk 
 

  SM Plant Ltd 
  01788 555 377 
  simon@groupsm.co.uk 
 

  Capital Plant Solutions  
  01707 323 402 
  martin@cpsolutions.co.uk 
 

  Contractors Equipment Sales Ltd 
  01603 404 620 
  andy@contractorsequipment.co.uk 
 

  Plant & Engineering  
  Services Ltd 
  01392 882 220 
  mike@pesplant.co.uk (Devon and Cornwall) 
  laura@pesplant.co.uk (all other counties) 
 

  Glosrose Mechanical Handling 
  01622 880 669 
  enquiries@glosrose.co.uk

HOWARD
Plant Sales Ltd

PL AN T  SALES
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VOLVO UTILITY EQUIPMENT

       



One number for the nearest SMT GB Customer Support Centre:

0870 600 1112www.smt.network
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1
0121 351 7711
First Avenue, Sutton Coldfield 
West Midlands B76 1BA

BIRMINGHAM

2
01223 836636
Moorfield Road, Duxford
Cambs CB22 4QX

DUXFORD

3
01403 739460
Wilberforce Way
Southwater, Horsham
West Sussex RH13 9RT

HORSHAM

4
01469 540806
Lancaster Approach
North Killingholme
Immingham DN40 3JY

IMMINGHAM

5
0191 410 9863
Portobello Road, Birtley
Co Durham DH3 2RR

NEWCASTLE

6
01786 471199
Whitehouse Road
Springkerse Ind. Estate
Stirling FK7 7SP

STIRLING

7
01443 841060
Treforest
Pontypridd CF37 5BF

TREFOREST

8
01925 817330
Clayton Road, Birchwood
Warrington WA3 6PH

WARRINGTON

REGIONAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTRES

       



the first five correct entries
to be drawn will win a
keyring, torch, sunglasses,
flask and baseball cap.

Word
Search
competition
YOuR CHANCE TO WIn
VOLVO MERCHANDISE

the five lucky prize winners from THE VOICE
magazine competition edition 32 were: 

■ John Wood – Liphook          ■ David Stanton – Tadley

■ Marcus Badcock – Poole      ■ Elizabeth & Roxy Beesley – 

■ Edward Rowe – Fairford       
Lutterworth

Congratulations!

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
The judges decision is final.
The first five correct entries
drawn will be deemed prize
winners. Each prize winner will
be notified by email and the list
of winners posted in the next
edition of THE VOICE magazine.
We reserve the right to amend
the selection of merchandise
subject to availability at the time
of the draw. 

The competition is not open to
SMT GB or Volvo employees or
their families.

   CLOSING DATE:
     29 September 2018

Name: Address: 

Email: 

Telephone:

Post Code:

can you find all the words in the puzzle? 
there are twenty-one words listed to find.

To enter the competition, simply highlight or circle the
words and either scan and email this page to:
marketing@smtgb.co.uk

or post to:     Word Search competition
                       Freepost SMT GB

PLEASE REMEMBER to include your name, address, phone number and
email address when submitting your entry so that we know who you are.

P E R F O R M A N C E M D N B

R V C E N H A N C E X E Z L K

O J P R O F I T A B L E H L G

D U R A B L E T F D S A P O I

U U Y T L R E W E Q P L M W G

C O N T O U R S I C G J B E N

T R E N C H I N G N H H U M I

I V Y F K E Q U I P P E D I P

V E R S A T I L E E S N D S A

I C C A R E C A B F J G V S C

T N A S D Y R G U W E I K N S

Y A Y E C N E J G D C N M I D

U L W E A Q W I L N G E R O N

E A R T H M O V I N G S S N A

O B F W D E P E N D A B L E L

Low emission                    Performance

contours                            Profitable

versatile                            LeD

enhance                             hi tech

Dependable                      Productivity

Landscaping                     engines

Power                                earth moving

trenching                          Recycling

Durable                              equipped

Balance                              

Block

care cab

Please tick this box if you would like to receive updates from
SMT GB by email ■   Your details will not be passed on to any other company.

Wordsearch created by
SOPHIE RHEAD



May 2019
Sign up for updates and be the 
first to hear news about these 

exclusive events

www.volvoce.co.uk/LiveItDigIt

#DigVolvo


